SAFETY ACTION PLAN
RATIOS: 1:10
1 Adult to 10 children
SUPERVISOR POSITION:

ACTIVITY: PAINT BALL

Group first aid kit

none

EQUIPMENT PARTICIPANT:
a) Clothes: Comfortable clothing
b) Foot wear: shoes must be worn

ACTIVITY IN OPERATIONS:

Activity is instructed by FP staff.

Not applicable FP staff instructed activity
SUPERVISOR ROLES:
Adults must be willing to lead or guide a team of
participants and give them advice. Adults should be able
to help with crowed control.

PARTICIPANT REQUIREMENTS:
a) Minimum age: 8 years or older
b) Minimum level of competency: Able to
withstand pain (severity: bruising with possible
bleeding)

EQUIPMENT SUPERVISOR:

RESTRICTIONS:

Activity

Sling Shot Paint ball

Supervision
category

FP Instructor required X

Area

110 Finlay Road

Date reviewed

July 2017

Hazard (what
poses the threat)

Poss. Risk (injury
outcomes)

Category
(environment,
people, equipment)

Risk Rate

Controls in place (What we do to either eliminate, minimise or isolate the hazard or risk)

Responsible (who
is responsible for
dealing with this
hazard during
activity)

Paint balls

bruises

Equip/ people

Medium

Bruises are the nature of the game. However people are advised to wear some form of clothing over all
bear skin, but it is up to the individual.

FP staff,
participants and
supervising adults

Paint balls

Shot in eye

People

Medium

Participants have to wear full face masks at all times, which only can be taken off in the safe area which is
marked with green netting. There is no spectator area and no spectators are allowed in the playing field at
any time. Face masks can be taken of when instructor cancels or ends a game. If a mask has fogged up or is
dirty it can be exchanged in the safe zone only.

Participants and
FP staff

obstacles

Cuts , grazes,
bruises

equip

Low

All care is taken to inspect the course weekly when in use and all protruding, or sharp object will be
removed when found.

FP staff

People running
into people or
objects

collision

people

Low

Participant are advised not to sprint, and masks are cleaned after every game to ensure good vision.

Participants

weather

Sun burn

envir

MEdium

Participant are advised to wear sun block at all times on exposed skin

Participants
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